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Preface

Martin J. O’Malley

The first Wartburg conference, dealing with human biotechnology, 
referred to the “social challenge” it posed. In translating the Ger-
man subtitle gesellschaftliche Herausforderung for these papers from the 
second Wartburg conference, I prefer the phrase “social endeavor”. 
Endeavor avoids the unintended notions of  confrontation contained 
in the English word “challenge” as well as the notion that the work 
lies in the future. Endeavor conveys a sense of  hope-filled, ongoing 
collective work, and determined striving for righteous goals. Those 
are the connotations that are most consistent with the works in this 
collection of  papers on cancer research.

The papers reveal the excitement of  potential discovery that pres-
ently exists among scientists who study cancer, and they reveal the 
many obstacles and struggles that stall progress in the prevention and 
treatment of  the many manifestations of  this terrible disease. What 
especially unites the collection is the point that a social commitment 
is required – that cancer is a risk not only for individuals, but also for 
communities. For communities to commit themselves to support and 
direct the research that is necessary to protect themselves, a number of  
things are necessary. Information about cancer must be available that 
is comprehensible to non-specialists. This information must present 
a realistic vision of  what is possible and what is most effective for 
improving the actual lives of  citizens. Cancer research requires more 
than great sums of  public and private resources; it needs a structure 
that benefits from efficient and productive networks of  scientists. 
There is also a requirement that is not so obvious, however. The com-
munity must trust that cancer research is guided by ethical ideals that 
are consistent with their own.

The doctor-patient relationship serves as an important analogy 
here. Patients, like most members of  society, cannot be expected to 
completely understand their illnesses. Therefore, they must make 
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decisions based upon a trust that their doctor has their best inter-
ests in mind. Because the medical community has earned this trust 
over decades of  faithful service, patients can make prudent decisions 
about their care based upon the expert advice of  doctors. Similarly, 
society can make prudent decisions in the form of  public policies 
regarding cancer research and treatment, despite the fact that few of  
us are experts. This is possible, however, only when we share a basic 
assurance that the research will benefit society and remain within gen-
erally accepted moral boundaries. Thus, the papers included in this 
collection benefit from the expertise of  scientists from many differ-
ent fields of  study, but they all essentially function to inform a wide 
public about the nature of  the problem that cancer poses for society, 
the guidelines that govern research, and the way that research can 
benefit society.

Just as patients need to engage their doctors regarding medical 
care, we too need to engage in a rational public discourse regarding 
cancer research. While we do not need to attain professional levels of  
expertise, there are several areas where we need to be well informed: 
We need to understand the basic biological, structural and ethical fac-
ets of  the problem. We need to know what has been done in the past 
and what is being done presently. We need to know the questions of  
justice that are engaged in cancer research and treatment. We need to 
know the dangers that are posed by research – and also the dangers 
posed by forestalling research. We need to know how institutions are 
responding to the demands for research and treatment coordination. 
And, we need to know about the concrete steps that can be made by 
individuals, communities, institutions, universities and governments.

Dagmar Schipanski’s opening paper builds upon the axiom that 
research is itself  a social process. She played a central role in planning 
the series of  conferences and here she conveys the original concep-
tions and goals. Having experience in both research and the political 
process, she sheds light upon the complex matrix of  social coopera-
tion necessary for success in dealing with a disease such as cancer. 
Within scientific research communities, the various disciplines depend 
upon one another to benefit from the great breath of  research tak-
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ing place in both the technical and humanistic fields. Structural net-
works aid this cooperation and foster young scientists as they earn 
their qualifications and, as peers, enrich the capacity for new insights. 
She emphasizes the responsibilities that scientists bear to society as 
a whole, and the communication that is an integral aspect of  this 
responsibility. Cancer treatment benefits from individuals’ insights, 
and leads to the treatment of  individuals, but we cannot lose sight of  
the reality that it is an essentially social endeavor.

Otmar D. Wiestler provides us with a basic sense of  the biologi-
cal processes involved in cancer illness and the great potential ben-
efit of  genetic developments. Though we are still at an early state of  
understanding and thus utilizing genetic understanding for medical 
treatment, we have some examples that indicate the direction cancer 
research may take. It is an exciting time, Wiestler assures us, because 
scientists are beginning to unravel the mysteries of  cancer develop-
ments in human cells. He sounds a common note by impressing upon 
us the need to build networks among scientists, but also between sci-
entists and industry because industry is playing an ever more impor-
tant role in developing medicines.

Paul Kleinhues’ paper gathers the data to describe cancer’s causes 
and prevention. Though his paper deals with the science involved, he 
uses the data from across the world to highlight successes and failures 
not of  science in an isolated sense, but of  the role of  public policy 
and its relationship to science. Certainly, there are successes, but the 
glaring example of  the delayed response to asbestos exposure serves 
as a warning. Kleinhues’ outline of  national responses to the now 
well-established dangers of  tobacco smoking shows that we are still 
susceptible to ignoring such warnings. Not only tobacco use, but also 
lifestyle choices in general can be associated with cancer prevalence. 
This reinforces the sense that social actions are critically important to 
consider in reflections upon cancer illness.

Reiner Anselm’s paper focuses much more closely upon the ethical 
issues involved in cancer research. He advocates a more transparent 
and less restricted use of  medical information for the purposes of  
individual treatment and scientific research, yet he argues that this is 
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possible only when patients’ privacy and wishes are totally protected. 
Research proceeds on the basis of  often unintended consequences, 
and the availability of  medical data is essential to this process, espe-
cially as genetic techniques become more refined and commonplace. 
Once patients can trust that their personal data and therefore pri-
vacy are protected and used only according to clear consent agree-
ments, systems can be put into place to provide both better treatment 
options for particular cases, and better data for further science. This 
raises the interesting corollary that when people perceive that scien-
tific research is acting independently of  social norms, then oppo-
sition would likely be raised to the collection and use of  personal 
information. Thus, distinct and understandable limits and boundaries 
for the use of  data are actually more beneficial for scientific progress. 
With considerations that include personal privacy and the principle 
of  solidarity, Anselm provides a useful set of  ethical criteria to guide 
the way that data can be used for science.

Nikolaus Knoepffler’s systematic approach to the ethics of  cancer 
research takes a hard look at the profound inequalities that exist in 
the world for people in need of  cancer treatment. Beginning with a 
commitment to principles of  justice, human dignity, solidarity and 
universal equality, he sets forth a series of  principles to guide cancer 
research. These principles essentially respect the freedom of  particular 
nations to provide advanced care for their people, but those advances 
come with responsibilities. Utilizing the basically Kantian insights of  
John Rawls, Knoepffler insists that health systems must permit indi-
viduals’ and communities’ freedom to secure advanced health care 
unavailable to the poor, but that inequalities are only tolerated if  they 
produce potential gains for the less fortunate. He pursues this line of  
argumentation in terms of  the principles of  subsidiarity and solidar-
ity, and applies his models to the concrete situation in Germany.

Karl G. Blume outlines the structure of  comprehensive cancer 
centers in the United States. The basic idea is to gather the most 
advanced experts of  all aspects of  cancer research and treatment 
together in one center as a way of  accelerating progress. The centers 
are provided with the resources necessary for advanced research and 
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yet they are focused specifically upon the treatment of  patients in 
associated clinical settings. These centers are enormously expensive, 
but they have proven to be effective and the model is being replicated 
in Germany.

Ernst-Ludwig Winnacker’s paper fittingly concludes the selection 
of  papers because it offers a view of  the future of  cancer research 
and therapy. He offers a sweeping history of  cancer research in the 
20th century, beginning with the insights of  the biologist Boveri, as a 
way to provide some perspective regarding the potential for future 
progress. Leading us through basic principles of  biology and gene 
science, Winnacker then tackles the processes by which protein mol-
ecules function as important conveyers of  information in the cell. He 
does all this while adhering to the instructions set forth by Schipan-
ski in the introduction that the papers must be understandable to 
lay people. In the case of  cancer, he teaches, because these protein 
molecules play an essential role in the growth of  tumors and other 
manifestations of  illness, the ability to control these molecules gives 
scientists the key to developing cancer medicines. Research centers, 
building upon advances in genetic science, have opportunities for 
great progress. Cancer specialists know all of  this, of  course, but the 
rest of  us require such basic understanding in order to be able to 
engage in discussions of  ethics and public policy.
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